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TOUR HIGHLIGHTS

SIGHTS :
ASAHIKAWA
Asahiyama Zoo

SOUNKYO
Ginga no Taki & Ryusei No Taki
Daisetsuzan Kurodake National Park

TOKACHI
Kofuku Station
Taushubetsu bridge

JOZANKEI
Houheikyou Dam
Futami Suspension Bridge

OTARU
Otaru Canal
Music Box Musuem

SAPPORO
Shiroi Koibito Park
Odori Park, Clock Tower
Hokkaido Shrine

VALUE ADDED
• Stay in Tokachigawa Onsen, hot spring for beauty

EXPERIENCE :
• 2N Onsen Hotels
• Hot Air Balloon
• Return Ropeway in Daisetsuzan Kurodake National Park
• Sapporo Jyogai Market
• Electric bus to Houheikyou Dam

SHOPPING :
• Tanuki koji
• Mitsui Outlet Mall

TASTE :



• Kaiseki Dinner

• BBQ Yakiniku Lunch

• Japanese Buffet Dinner

• Seafood Hotpot

SINGAPORE  TOKYO CHITOSE TOKACHIGAWA

Check in at Singapore Changi International Airport for your flight to Japan

Upon arrival, transfer to Tokachigawa onsen hotel. Regarded as Japan’s 50 best hot spring, this moor hot
spring (golden-brown) contains plant-derived matter, gentle to the skin and has a higher content of natural
moisturizing ingredients. Indulge in a relaxing hot spring bath and have a good night sleep.

Overnight : Tokachigawa Onsen Hotel
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Meals on board/Dinner

TOKACHIGAWA  OBIHIRO  SOUNKYO

Special Arrangement - Hot Air Balloon

Experience 5 mins of sensation flying! See a vast panorama from 30meter; enjoy the beautiful of Hidaka Mountain
as well as colorful farms filled with grown crop.

Note: In case of adverse weather & unforeseen circumstances, hot air balloon will be replaced by famous
Rokkatei pastry with drink

Visit - Kofuku Station

Did you know that happiness is a destination? Kofuku means happiness; this station has been abandoned for 26
years but regarded as one of the famous train station in Japan. You can write your wishes on “ticket to happiness”
and stick it to the wall.

Photo - Mikuni-toge Observation Deck

Mikuni Pass is the highest pass at 1139m above sea level. From its observatory, you can look down on the
superbly vast sea of tress. Enjoy the beauty of fall foliage!

Photo - Ginga no Taki & Ryusei No Taki
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Ginga No Taki is a graceful waterfall with water flowing like white threads, while Ryusei No Taki shows a robust
appearance with water strongly falling about 90m

Overnight : Sounkyo Onsen Hotel

Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner

SOUNKYO  ASAHIKAWA SAPPORO

Visit - Daisetsuzan Kurodake National Park (Return Ropeway)

One of the largest national parks in Japan. Ride on the ropeway and enjoy panorama view of Sounkyo Gorge
during spectacular fall foliage season.

Visit - Asahiyama Zoo

The northernmost zoo in Japan, its popularity lies in the enclosures which allow visitors to observe animals from
various angles such as penguin pool and glass domes in the middle of the polar bear enclosure.

Pass by - Odori Park & Clock Tower

Odori Park is the main street in the center of Sapporo, separating the city into north and south whereas the Clock
Tower within the park is the symbol of Sapporo.

Shop - Tanuki Koji

Shopping street with more than 200 shops that runs east to west in downtown Sapporo

Overnight : Sapporo
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Breakfast/Lunch

SAPPORO  JOZANKEI  OTARU

Visit - Houheikyou Dam

One of the Best 100 Dam lakes in Japan. Houheikyou is a valley located in the northern part of the Shikotsu Toya
National Park. The 2km area between the damn entrances is a designated environmental protection with no
transport allowed. Ride on hybrid electric bus and enjoy the picturesque sight.

Photo - Futami Suspension Bridge
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Scenic hotspot during autumn foliage! From the beautiful red bridge, you can overlook Toyohira River and Futami-
iwa rock.

Visit - Otaru

Otaru’s distinctive canal and gas lamps from the early 20th century have often appeared in films and TV dramas.
Visit Otaru Music Box Museum where the museum is packed with charming melodies. For dessert lovers, Otaru is
filled with cake shops, home to some of Hokkaido’s most prominent, ranging from boutique pâtissiers specializing
in hand-made cakes to nationally-famous brands! Yum!

Overnight : Otaru

Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner

TOKACHIGAWA  OTARU SAPPORO

Visit - Hokkaido Shrine

Built in 1869, when the development of Hokkaido first started. People visit here to receive blessings when their
children reach a certain age.

Experience - Sapporo Jyogai Market

Enjoy a spot of shopping at the market and be sure to check out crabs (kani), salmon eggs (ikura) and sea urchin
(uni).

Visit - Shiroi Koibito Park

This is where the well-known Hokkaido confectionery is produced

Seasonal Bonus - Gingko Trees Photo Taking

View beautiful gingko trees in Hokkaido University or Former Hokkaido Government Office

Shop - Mitsui Outlet Mall

Shop in one of the largest outlet malls in Hokkaido with more than 130 shops

Overnight : Sapporo
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Breakfast/Lunch



SAPPORO  CHITOSE  TOKYO  SINGAPORE

If time permits, of course there’s always last minute shopping before bidding farewell to Sapporo
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Meals on board/Breakfast

ARRIVED IN SINGAPORE

Arrived in Singapore
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Chan Brothers Travel on YouTube

Click the link to watch our video

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCHYBC1GRvjNjDbPKN2ocpRw

